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1.Artist Yoe Dong-mi’s work is marked by three characteristics. Understanding and acceptance of her 

work is eased when these are investigated. I would like to point out these as significant points of her 

painting’s form, content, and algorism, so as to arrange a main chapter of my criticism of her work.  

 

The first is she takes her work’s motif from myth and oral legend such as Hubaekje or Later Baekje’s 

Gyeon Hwon, the tale of a woman who becomes a serpent looking for sacred medicinal herbs to save 

her husband, without confining her work to them. The Tale of Zinnia is similar: the Great Jade 

Emperor’s son saves a maiden offered to a monster serpent but fails to attain his eternal love because 

of her death.  

 

Strictly speaking, narrative in her paintings is based on our stories and journeys, not a rise or fall in 

history: as she said that everyone swims alone in the river of history. History is formed when lives 

gather and a myth develops. Her work is what she feels gathering such narratives. Yoe places her life 

in myth. She separates subjective memory and feeling and places them in time without conveying 

objectified words. She generates myth by projecting subjective concepts and involving reality, 

producing for example The Karma series. 

 

 

 

2. The second is her distinctive modeling language revealing the nature of form or mythic women. 

Mysterious figures are shaped by her hand, embodied as objects beyond category, projected to reality 

through her imagery, crossing borders and flying through time. The images we face are consequently 

the shadow of the projection.  

 

The fact we have to pay attention is women in her painting are like her self-portraits. She seems to 

see them as visual products equivalent to her life. The women involve those who turned an ordeal to 

an opportunity. These women are projected with a speculative element such as destiny as an artist or 

life as a woman. Most mythic women are depicted as those who are never afraid of ordeals, and those 



who overcome their dreadful fate.  

 

What’s important is she depicts them “as affirmative beings who are responsible for their behavior 

and return to their right position even after some shaking. As she stated, “I would like to speak about 

the stories of women who lived fiercely without regret as historical figures and masters of their own 

destiny”. She identifies herself with these women in her painting. They are like her alter-ego, so her 

painting can be interpreted as the chronicle of her life. 

   

 

 

3. The third is her mode of expression that can be discussed in the wake of content and form. The 

artist fabricates a language overlapping women with signifiers suggestive of some content. Figures 

overlap with mirrors, earthworms, bundles, fish, and melons in What Are You Looking? (2012), Only 

My Soul with You, Evidence, and Connection. These assume the role of messenger or the role of 

foreshadowing something. These objects appear independent in works such as Millennium Dream, 

Girl, and Longing. They remain in unique movement distinguished from others. 

 

Generally her work is distinguished in her use of color and decorative depictions. Yoe uses pastel 

color in subdued hue along with bright color. She blends primary colors like black, red, blue, and 

yellow with colors with a low chroma. This mixture causes heterogeneous feeling and unexpected 

effects. Despite the complementary color contrast her work does not appear of inferior quality.  

 

Her work is also marked by an ornamental quality. Her painting shows decorative elements of 

flamboyance and simplicity. It is defined by movements of gentle, flexible lines and curved pattern. In 

her painting beauty begets construction. With this her work brings about a formalist, esthetic 

lingering resonance. And yet the true nature of such decorative quality represents womanliness and 

desire internally, and a view of women and values of the time externally. 

 

 


